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WORKOUT ANALYSIS FOR HORSES RACING Saturday, October 27th
NAME/
COMMENT

WORK
DATE

TRK
COND

DIST WORK

1st RACE

Roxanne O

10/20
BHP/FT 5F 102.2h
Departed from the 5/8 pole & set off some splits of 24.3, 38.1, & finished up
w/some good energy through the stretch in 102.1.
Remarkable Moon
10/22
SA /FT 5F 101.4h
Traveled well for 5F drill's duration. Could have offered much more if
called upon & finished up fairly strong in 12 1/5.
Readyforhercloseup
10/24
SA /FT 3F 37.0h
Simple 3F move in the middle of the track. Never asked for much & finished
up on a full tank.
Playful Humor
10/12
BHP/FT 6F 115.2h
Was evenly matched in a team drill for Drysdale. Was under no real
pressure finishing up through the lane in 24.3 for the final ¼.
09/23
BHP/FT 6F 114.0h
Left the 5/8 pole & went in 36.4 to the top. Finished up under no real
pressure out to the mile pole in 114 flat looking to have some left.
Inoculate
10/22
SA /FT 4F 48.0hG
Looked ok out of the gate. Broke a tad tardy but quickly found her stride &
finished up the drill better than she started in 11 4/5. Well bred but a 1 1/8 in
debut on the grass?
2nd RACE
Shakin It Up
10/22
SA /FT 4F 47.6h
Very respectable ½ mile move. Never asked for much & finished up
under a hold while covering the final ¼ mile in 23 4/5.
Mr. Sexy
10/19
BHP/FT 6F 113.8h
Left the ¾ pole & went in 37 flat for the first 3/8. Was under some pressure
late but responded well finishing up in 113.4.
Manando
10/23
SA /FT 5F 100.6h
Solid 5F move in company. Held his own throughout & showed a good
competitive spirit in the lane.
Caballo Del Cielo
10/22
SA /FT 5F 100.0h
Appeared very comfortable on the main track. Looked to get a hold of
this sandier surface well & may move up big time in first try off the
artificial. Returns to maiden ranks after being thrown to the wolves
last out in G1 Del Mar Futurity w/a respectable effort.
rd
3 RACE
Dance With Gable
10/19
SA /FT 3F 36.8h
Typical 3F blowout for trainer, West. Did it easily w/out being asked.
Captain Shawn D
10/22
SA /FT 5F 100.4h
Actually appeared to like this surface & was not floundering late like
some of these cheaper horses do on this surface.
Afleet Deal
10/21
SA /FT 4F 48.2h
Pretty solid 4 panels for this bottom level CLM event. Never received a
hint of urging & looked no worse for wear on the return home.
4th RACE
Unusual Hottie
10/22
SA /FT 4F 47.4h
Sharp mid range drill from the outset. Opened w/splits of 12.0 & 23 3/5.
Looked good in the lane getting the final furlong in 11 3/5.
Jet Blue Girl
10/21
BHP/FT 4F 49.2h
Departed from the ½ mile pole & went in 25 flat for the first ¼. Finished up
under a snug hold through the stretch in 49.1 looking good for Eurton.
Hopeful Union
10/17
BHP/FT 4F 50.2h
Easy ½ mile drill for Ellis. Finished up handily through the stretch in
24.3 stretching out nicely.
Caribaya Queen
10/22
SA /FT 5F 100.6h
Sharp 5F move in company. Began the drill 2 lengths behind while
departing the 5 & was on even terms before they reached the ¼ pole.
Finished up w/very good energy in 23 3/5.
th
5 RACE
Where's Henry
10/21
BHP/FT 4F 52.2h
Just basically galloped in this ½ mile drill for Bonde. Finished up under no
real pressure in 52.1.
Saxon Royalty
10/21
SA /FT 5F 101.8h
Actually left a pretty good impression over this surface for this bottom
level MDN event. Opened w/splits of 12 2/5, 24 3/5. Found best stride
in the final furlong while covering the distance in 12.0 flat.
Ray's Storm
10/21
BHP/FT 5F 102.2h
Left the pole & went in 37.3 early on. Finished up under heavy pressure
through the lane never really responding in 102.1.
Prince Bandini
10/20
SA /FT 3F 36.6h
Average 3F move. Pretty straight forward. Never really asked for much &
finished up w/some decent interest.
Ingordo
10/19
SA /FT 4F 47.8h
Hooked up w/stablemate, Akeela upon departing the ½ mile pole.
Opened w/a 12.0 flat split & finished up through the lane stride for
stride to be all square at the wire.
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10/20
BHP/FT 5F 101.4h
Left the 5/ 8 pole & went in 37 flat to the top. Finished up under all out
pressure through the stretch in 101.2.
6th RACE
Winds of Dubai
10/21
BHP/FT 4F 49.8h
Easy ½ mile drill for Aguirre. Was under a big hold finishing up
through the lane in 24.2 for the final ¼.
Smoken Legacy
10/19
BHP/FT 6F 114.2h
Left the pole & went in 37.1 early on. Was under some pressure late but
responded well finishing up in 114.1.
In High Regards
10/22
SA /FT 6F 114.4h
Looked best in elongated team drill. Traveled well throughout while never
really receiving any pressure other than a mile hand ride in the final furlong.
Fable Haven
10/18
SA /FT 4F 47.6h
Looked sharp in ½ mile move from the start. Showed good interest &
energy for drill's entirety.
Crown Over
10/21
SA /FT 4F 48.0h
Easy solo drill from the outset. Traveled unhurried throughout & appeared
to be in maintenance mode for bulk of drill.
Captain Beau
10/18
SA /FT 4F 49.8h
Maintenance move all the way. Never summoned for any run & finished up
w/energy in reserve.
7th RACE
Vaadka Logic
10/01
SA /FT 5F 102.4h
Left the five 3 lengths ahead of, Te Rapa. Held this advantage throughout
w/her stablemate gaining very little ground. Accomplished pretty handily.
Tiz a Brite Miss
10/23
SA /FT 3F 36.6h
Easy blowout for this race. Never asked & allowed to just move on her own
for drill's duration.
Quick Wampum
10/15
BHP/FT 5F 103.2h
Didn't really show much throughout the drill for Glatt. Was under some
urging late in the drill but never really had much of a response finishing up
in 103 & change.
10/01
BHP/FT 5F 103.4h
Was under some heavy pressure late but never really had much of a
response finishing up in 24.4 for the final ¼.
Benecia
10/19
SA /FT 5F 101.4h
Left a good impression w/this move despite losing at Fairplex facing $5K
competition. Handled the distance very easily & may just wake up on this
surface at a big price.
8th RACE
Viva Carina (ARG)
10/20
SA /FT 7F 129.2h
Pretty dull drill from the outset of departing the 7F marker. Traveled handily
down the backstretch but appeared disinterested & weary in the final stages
in the stretch.
Open Water
10/20
SA /FM 5F 100.8h
Looked solid over the local lawn & that's a good insight having never
raced on this course. Showed good interest early while earning an
internal split of 36 3/5. Finished up well in the lane to cover the last ¼
in 24 1/5.
Jolly Days
10/20
SA /FM 6F 113.4h
Never raced on this course but appears very comfortable over it. The
latest drill was a good elongated move that showed good interest
throughout & appeared very capable of more if called upon.
Customer Base
10/20
BHP/FT 5F 101.6h
Departed from the 5/8 pole & went in 37.2 to the top. Was well in hand
through the stretch finishing up in 101.3 looking to have plenty left.
Charm the Maker
10/18
SA /FM 5F 102.2h
Easy move on the grass but did show a nice turn of foot in the lane to get
the final ¼ in 24.0 flat.
9th RACE
Mr. Cappuccino
10/21
BHP/FT 3F 39.0h
Was slow throughout the drill never really showing much. Finished up in dull
fashion through the stretch in 39 flat.
Mr Phalaris
10/17
SA /FT 3F 35.6hG
First timer w/just an average pedigree & a foundation of works to match.
Looked decent in most recent drill out of the gate but was sent early &
appeared weary on the gallop out.
Mayan Eyes
10/20
SA/FT 3F 36.3h
Blueprint Polonco trained blowout for any race. 3F is the call. What can you
say? He accomplished the drill easily as expected & looked no worse for
wear on the return home.
Debits and Credits
10/20
SA/FT 6F 114.3h
Comes from veteran barn & this elongated drill as a solo was better
than average. Showed good interest throughout & never was asked &
appeared capable of more as he galloped out past the wire fairly
strong.

